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INTRODUCTION
Genetic variation influences disease profile and treatment 
response.1 Gene-based technologies may prove an important 
adjunct to conventional approaches to providing care and have 
applications in most spheres of clinical practice, including 
management of critically ill patients.1,2 Recent advances have 
produced a more detailed understanding of genetic architec-
ture and have facilitated acquisition and analysis of genetic data 
in an economical fashion.3,4 One consequence of these develop-
ments is that genetic data are commonly collected as a facet of 
epidemiological and intervention studies, including those con-
ducted in acutely ill individuals.2,5

Critical illness constitutes a substantial disease burden, and 
investigations enrolling acutely ill patients are essential to 
therapeutic advances.6 Clinical studies conducted in this con-
text pose unique hurdles.6 Conditions resulting in admission to 
intensive care units (ICUs) are often sudden in onset, and the 
care provided is complex.6 Patients are commonly incapacitated 
as a result of their disease or treatment.6–9 Enrollment in critical 
illness studies requires that permission be obtained expediently 
from surrogate decision makers (SDMs) (e.g., family members, 
guardians, or domestic partners).6

Investigations involving cognitively impaired individu-
als are perceived as carrying greater risk and requiring addi-
tional safeguards as compared with studies enrolling those 

who are cognitively intact.10 When these studies entail collec-
tion of genetic material, such concerns appear heightened.10,11 
Although a number of investigations have examined attitudes 
regarding gene variation research, the manner in which the 
exigencies of acute illness affect perceptions of genetic data 
collection is largely unknown.12–30 Conceivably, SDMs do not 
possess sufficient insight as to the nature of genetic data to per-
mit informed judgment. Alternatively, the emotional distress 
that SDMs experience potentially overwhelms concerns that 
genetic data may possess characteristics that render them dis-
tinct from other commonly collected types of information.31–33 
Given the renewed interest in understanding stakeholder 
preferences as a foundation for the ethical conduct of genetic 
research, filling this knowledge gap is essential.34

MATERIALS AND METHODS
SDM sample and recruitment
Our methodology has been described previously.35 Participants 
were recruited from the surgical and medical ICUs of two ter-
tiary-care institutions (Barnes Jewish Hospital (BJH), St. Louis, 
MO and Parkland Hospital (PH), Dallas, TX). These study sites 
were chosen because of their demographic and ethnic diversity. 
Eligible participants were SDMs for adult patients in the ICUs 
(age ≥18 years) who were intubated and mechanically ventilated 
for ≥48 h, and who were expected to require ventilatory support 
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for ≥24 additional hours. Patients who were either incarcerated 
or pregnant were excluded. Eligible SDMs were approached by 
research staff and invited to participate; those agreeing provided 
informed consent and received a $50 honorarium.

Data collection
Data collection (February 2008–August 2009) occurred dur-
ing eight, 2-wk periods, which were scheduled approximately 
every 3–4 months to allow for complete patient turnover in 
participating ICUs. We were interested in obtaining the per-
spectives of individuals actively engaged in decision making 
for critically ill patients. Accordingly, focus groups (FGs) 
were conducted in conference rooms adjoining the ICUs 
while the loved ones of SDMs received treatment for their 
critical illness. FG study guides were developed on the basis 
of themes related to gene variation research, including gen-
eral familiarity with genetic data,23 features that might render 
genetic data distinct from nongenetic data,13 concerns about 
misuse,12,23 confidentiality,18,23 and future use.17 Hypothetical 
cases, vignettes, and samples of the institutional review board 
(IRB)–approved consent language were used to generate dis-
cussion. In addition, FG moderators presented scenarios with 
which participants might have familiarity (e.g., serum choles-
terol testing) to illustrate key concepts. Of note, the empha-
sis of these sessions was on participants serving as SDMs 
and thus making decisions for patients in a research context. 
Twenty FGs were conducted (11 at BJH, 9 at PH), enroll-
ing 74 SDMs. Participants (mean (±SE) age 48 (±1.7) years) 
were English-speaking, predominately female (73%), and 
described long-term relationships with their loved ones (33 
(±1.5) years). Two facilitators (A.C., E.S.) moderated all FG 
discussions, and a third investigator (E.I.) provided additional 
notation. Facilitators served either as a discussion leader or 
tracked speaker identity during the session by using a split 
microphone and indicating the participants’ study code into 
the microphone as they spoke. This allowed the transcriber 
to label each narrative segment with these participant codes 
and enabled linking remarks made by the same individuals 
throughout the FG session.

Analysis
Analysis of FG transcripts was based on grounded theory, an 
iterative process of simultaneous data collection, analysis, and 
theory construction.36 Analysis was facilitated using qualitative 
analytical software (Atlas.ti, Berlin), which makes it possible to 
categorize quotes within transcripts and to code themes and 
analyze relationships between and within text segments. This 
process begins with the construction of codes that represent 
themes addressed in the study guide. Findings reported here 
are based on analysis of narratives corresponding to the follow-
ing codes: benefits of genetic research/genetic testing, DNA, 
data access, decisions regarding genetic research, exceptional-
ism, experience with genetics, meaning of genes/genetic test, 
negative attributes of genetics, questions regarding genetics, 
and secondary use of genetic information.

Protection of human subjects
This study was approved by the Human Studies Committees of 
Washington University School of Medicine and University of 
Texas Southwestern Medical Center (HRPO 06-0637).

RESULTS
Familiarity with genetic concepts, stress of SDM role
Although most participants possessed at least superficial under-
standing of genetic concepts that they had acquired via formal 
education, reading, online resources, and television, several 
individuals displayed more in-depth knowledge as a result of 
discussion with acquaintances who had been tested for familial 
forms of breast and colon cancer. In addition, one individual 
was familiar with Web-based, direct-to-consumer genetic test-
ing services, such as those marketed to assess disease predis-
position and ancestry. We probed how the emotional duress of 
serving as an SDM might interfere with accurately processing 
information pertaining to genetic data collection. Although 
many respondents described their situation as “stressful,” they 
nonetheless felt capable of making informed decisions regard-
ing genetic data collection. However, a minority of FG partici-
pants felt that it would be difficult to make such judgments. 
One individual stated, “I don’t know if those questions would 
ever enter my mind. In a critical situation, to stop and think—
“so wait a minute, where did they put that sample? Where’s it 
going? Who’s going to touch it? Where will they store it?”—That 
would never even enter my mind. Those things would enter 
my mind after the fact when you had time to consciously and 
logically think about it.”

Are genetic data unique?
We explored whether respondents distinguished between 
genetic and nongenetic data. Many respondents appeared to 
categorize data on the basis of whether an invasive procedure 
was necessary to acquire it.

<Respondent> “I would want to know if she is going to 
have an invasive procedure. You don’t have to call and tell 
me that we’re going to do a blood test or a genetic test. 
That’s something that you should be able to do automati-
cally because it’s not like she’s in extreme risk by you doing 
that. I mean it’s not like she has to have some anesthesia 
and something could go wrong and she could die.”

Many FG participants echoed this view, stating that they 
would agree to collection of genetic data “as long as it’s not 
 invasive.” Several participants stated that it would be acceptable 
to collect such information without specific informed consent.

<Moderator> “Would it be okay if they just said “we’re 
gonna give it [the genetic sample] to the researchers”, with-
out giving you the option to choose?
<Respondent> “I think I’d be okay with it. They [the 
researchers] know the best and they know what they’re 
doing, we don’t.”
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<Moderator> “So you wouldn’t need to have the option, 
you wouldn’t care if it was on a consent form?”
<Respondent> “No, I wouldn’t.”

Other individuals viewed genetic data as being more informa-
tive than nongenetic data, for instance, by providing information 
about ancestry or disease predisposition, or being used to estab-
lish paternity or for forensic purposes. Some noted the distinction 
that factors assessable by a routine test, such as serum cholesterol 
level, could be modified through lifestyle changes or medications, 
whereas those assessable by a genetic test would be less mutable.

<Moderator> “How would you compare a genetic test with 
a cholesterol test?”
<Respondent> “I look at them differently because you can’t 
control a genetic test. With cholesterol, you can change your 
diet, you can exercise more, you can take drugs. There’s not 
a whole lot you could do to change your genes. I mean if 
you got them, that’s what it is.”

In summary, FG participants perceived that genetic samples 
could provide information distinct from that obtained from 
other types of clinical data.

Potential misuse
We explored concerns about potential for misuse of genetic 
information. One set of concerns expressed by several partici-
pants was related to the use of genetic data to establish paternity. 
“If a person thought that (these individuals) were their mom and 
dad, and then they realize that (these individuals) weren’t their 
mom and dad, that would be a negative situation.” Similarly, 
concern was expressed for the potential of genetic data to be 
used for forensic applications.

<Moderator> “What type of concerns would you have if 
you were asked to give your sample of DNA?”
<Respondent> “My concern would be, OK, is there any-
body saying I’m the father of some kids? Did somebody 
commit a crime? There’s a lot of things they could use your 
DNA for, and I would be very skeptical about what they’re 
going to use it for.”

Respondents also expressed concern that identifying predis-
position to diseases that the respondents had not previously 
considered would be anxiety producing.

<Respondent>”[Identifying diseases] that run in our family, 
of course it would help me keep healthy. But then on the flip 
side is that I don’t want to be put on medication or treated, or 
have a lot of doctor’s visits just because you trace back and saw 
that there were diseases in my family, they could skip me.”

Finally, respondents voiced concern regarding the poten-
tial for genetic data to be used for insurance and employment 
discrimination.

<Respondent> “Don’t you think that a lot of people fear 
genetic testing because of insurance companies finding out 
what might be coming up? That would be my biggest fear.”
<Respondent> “I think from an insurance standpoint, they 
could deny your coverage because of what you may come 
into later on in life. My greatest fear is that it would be used 
against you, and you wouldn’t be able to have any coverage.”

Some respondents similarly expressed concern that com-
panies might “start picking and choosing people who would be 
healthier” or select employees on the basis of “certain genetic 
tendencies” or practices considered “very discriminatory.” 
Respondents reported that these opinions regarding potential 
misuse of genetic data were not only their own, but that they 
accurately reflected the perspectives of their critically ill loved 
ones and would influence decision making with respect to per-
mitting sample collection.

Finally, respondents expressed concerns about genetic 
samples being used for purposes other than those originally 
intended and sought assurance that samples would be “used 
for medical reasons only” and “not be available to employers” 
and “not get into the wrong medical hands for the wrong types of 
research,” specifically “cloning” and “eugenic” applications. Many 
participants wanted to know the precise uses for which the data 
was being collected. “It’s not that we’re against it at all, we want 
to know exactly why. What is it that you want it for? What are 
you going to do with it and how is it going to help?”

Confidentiality concerns
Respondents voiced a preference for genetic data to be collected 
in an anonymous fashion. For the purposes of these discus-
sions, anonymous samples were defined as samples devoid of 
all identifying information.

<Moderator> “So would it ease your anxiety about your 
loved one participation if the sample was completely 
anonymous?”
<Respondent> “Oh, definitely. But I wonder if that would 
even be possible because he is in the hospital and his name 
is all over everything. If it were possible, to anonymously 
collect the sample, I think that would be fine.”
<Moderator> “Who would you not feel comfortable  getting 
ahold of the results of your loved one’s genetic tests?”
<Respondent> “Federal government. Insurance com-
panies. Those sorts of things. Anybody else besides the 
researchers.”

Some respondents stated that they assumed that data col-
lected in a hospital setting would be maintained in a confi-
dential fashion. “Most people assume in a hospital environment, 
records are kept confidential . . . especially, blood testing [results] 
are kept pretty confidential.”

When directly questioned, there did not appear to be a dis-
tinction between genetic and nongenetic tests with respect to 
confidentiality concerns.
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<Moderator> “Are the confidentiality concerns the same 
for a routine blood test and a genetic sample?”
<Respondent> “Yeah.”

Finally, participants stated that their loved ones would be 
interested in learning the results of clinical studies in which 
genetic data were collected. However, when it was explained 
that return of results would require that specimens be identified 
so as to enable contact, interest in return of results diminished. 
There was a strong bias toward collection of data in an anony-
mous fashion.

Future use
Most respondents were receptive to future use of samples but 
expressed an interest in some form of recontact with either 
the person providing consent or with their loved one regard-
ing such studies, specifically to understand what the specimen 
would be used for and who would have access to it.

<Moderator> “Assume that you’ve provided permission for 
your loved ones’ sample to be collected for a study and have 
signed a consent form saying “yes, you can use this sample 
for this purpose.” Suppose at some point in the future, there 
is another study, would it be acceptable to you to have the 
same sample used in the second study?”
<Respondent> “As long as I give consent to it.”
<Moderator> “As long as you gave consent to it now or at 
the time of the second study?”
<Respondent> “I would want to give consent to the other 
study at a later time, that way I would know what they’re 
using it for. If they’re just using it without me knowing, 
then that’s not right.”

When it was discussed that requirement for recontact 
required specimens to be collected in a nonanonymous fashion, 
perspectives changed.

<Moderator> “If they are able to communicate with you or 
your loved one in the future, this means that the informa-
tion provided is no longer anonymous. So they may con-
tact you or your loved one and say “you provided genetic 
sample for test A, we would like to use it for test B,” would 
you feel comfortable with that?”
<Respondent> “I would want anonymity. Therefore, the 
consent should tell you that the sample will be preserved, 
it will be in a database, and it might be used in another 
study that is strictly controlled. It should specifically say 
it’s not gonna be available for cloning or it’s not gonna 
be for sale. I wouldn’t care what kind of test they did, 
as long as they specified they’re gonna look for drugs or 
treatment.”

Finally, one respondent discussed that issues pertaining 
to future use would most appropriately be addressed by the 
patient, once sufficiently recovered from their illness.

DISCUSSION
Most SDMs were familiar with genetic concepts through expo-
sure to mass media, online resources, and personal experience. 
Despite being confronted with a psychologically stressful sit-
uation, the majority of SDMs felt that they could provide an 
informed opinion regarding permitting (or declining) par-
ticipation of their loved ones in a study involving collection of 
genetic data. Consistent with prior studies, principal concerns 
of SDMs were that a genetic sample might be diverted for inap-
propriate purposes, or would lead to insurance and employment 
discrimination.14,18,23,27 However, in contrast to these previous 
investigations, was our finding that SDMs perceived the risk 
associated with gene variation research largely as the risk asso-
ciated with acquiring the genetic sample (i.e., whether or not 
sample acquisition involved an invasive procedure), as opposed 
to characteristics of the sample itself. This altered frame of ref-
erence might reflect the acuteness of the illness of their loved 
ones, as well as the number and nature of medical interventions 
these individuals had recently undergone.

The tendency for SDMs to focus on the immediate risks and 
minimize the long-term consequences of genetic data collection 
appears to differ from the perception of IRB members. Gong 
et al.10 reported that when presented with a hypothetical genetic 
epidemiology study involving incapacitated patients, most IRB 
members reported that such a study would represent greater 
than minimal risk, and 40% would not allow such a study to 
proceed in the absence of direct patient benefit. Similarly, in 
a multicenter genetic epidemiology acute stroke study, Chen 
et al.11 reported that investigators preferentially enrolled less 
severely affected, cognitively intact participants because IRBs at 
40% of participating institutions would not permit use of SDMs 
to provide consent in this context. In contrast, many SDMs in 
our study voiced the opinion that collection of genetic sam-
ples without explicit consent would be acceptable, analogous 
to the creation of data repositories in nonacute settings.37 The 
tendency to downplay long-term risks associated with genetic 
data collection might underlie our finding that SDMs perceived 
genetic data and nongenetic data similarly.

A number of studies have examined opinions regarding 
future use and return of results.14,16,21,22 We found that although 
SDMs expressed the opinion that either they or their loved ones 
would be interested in learning individual study results, they 
requested recontact and reconsent to permit future use. When 
it was discussed that it would be necessary to archive samples in 
a nonanonymous fashion so as to enable these requests, SDMs 
opted for anonymity, foregoing the opportunity to receive study 
results. Likewise, although permissive of future use, SDMs 
requested that the parameters of such use be well defined.

When directly questioned, respondents stated that they did 
not distinguish between genetic and nongenetic data with 
respect to confidentiality concerns. However, the views actu-
ally expressed throughout the FG sessions appeared more 
nuanced. Specifically, concerns regarding potential forensic 
applications, paternal attribution, insurance, and employment 
discrimination appeared more specific to genetic data than to 
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nongenetic data. Nonetheless, the preference for anonymity by 
FG participants has implications for research conducted in the 
critical care environment. In general, anonymous data collec-
tion is less informative than data collected in a manner that can 
be followed longitudinally, or that can be linked among data 
resources. Although most critical care studies have a limited 
time horizon (typical end points being 30-d mortality or hos-
pital discharge), the study of many disease processes requires 
the ability to perform long-term assessment of outcomes (such 
as persistent disability or quality of life). Requiring anonymity 
would render the execution of such studies difficult. The extent 
to which a study using deidentified data would represent a bar-
rier to enrollment, relative to a study in which data were totally 
anonymous, is unclear.

Functioning as an SDM has the potential to result in signifi-
cant emotional duress.31 Mehta et al.38 examined the attitudes 
of SDMs who had recently been approached regarding clinical 
study participation. Those agreeing to participate did so out of 
altruism, to further medical progress, and because they felt that 
the patient themselves would have agreed to participate. SDMs 
declining participation did so predominately because of anxiety. 
Similarly, Menon et al.39 found that SDMs for pediatric patients 
frequently declined study participation because of emotional 
duress. Although most of the participants in our study reported 
that such duress would not interfere with their ability to pro-
vide appropriate judgment, these findings collectively suggest 
that anxiety is a common barrier to research participation. Such 
perspectives underscore the importance of clinical investigators 
being sensitive to the dynamics and motivations of SDMs in 
recruitment efforts and support an argument for exempting 
low-risk studies from the requirement for informed consent.32

SDMs execute their duties according to one of several prin-
ciples.29 SDMs may function as stewards for wishes previously 
stated by the patient. Alternatively, because such wishes may not 
have been explicitly expressed, SDMs may operate under the 
principle of “best interests,” acting in good faith to determine 
what would be in the best interest of the patient. Finally, the SDM 
might supply “substituted judgment” whereby the SDM decides 
in such a way that patients would have decided for themselves 
had they not been incapacitated. Although all participants in our 
study were actively serving as decisional surrogates for critically 
ill individuals, and attempting to make decisions that the patients 
themselves would make if they were able, such decisions and atti-
tudes would be expected to be influenced by personal beliefs and 
biases. Discrepancies comparing the attitudes held by SDMs with 
those held by patients may partly account for the relatively poor 
concordance comparing patient and SDM decisions described 
previously.40 One limitation of our study is that we sampled the 
opinions of SDMs and not those of the patients themselves, and 
do not know the extent to which the views of the patient and SDM 
align. For some of the topics explored (return of results, future 
use), one could argue that the most ethically rigorous approach 
would be to obtain patient consent once these individuals had 
recovered from their critical illness. Such a requirement would 
present a hurdle to critical care research. The most robust data 

sets are those that are constructed prospectively. This is particu-
larly true in the ICU setting, where phenotypes are complex and 
there exists an immense amount of clinical information that is 
difficult to reconstruct retrospectively. The requirement to obtain 
informed consent directly from patients would risk losing data 
that were collected from patients who expired or who never suf-
ficiently recovered to provide consent (a potentially informative 
subpopulation of critically ill individuals). Furthermore, such 
a requirement would potentially preclude intervention studies 
incorporating a genetic component, such as those whose prin-
cipal analysis is based on genotype, or that prospectively assign 
treatment based on this information.

Conclusion
Critical illness studies involving collection of genetic data will 
require large, multi-institutional cohorts to be maximally infor-
mative.2 There is variability in the protections applied by IRBs to 
studies that entail collection of genetic data, as well as to inves-
tigations enrolling critically ill individuals.10 Such variation is 
problematic insofar as it potentially introduces interinstitu-
tional differences among study participants.10,11 For example, 
arduous or stringent consent processes in place at one institu-
tion may represent a potential barrier to enrollment, relative 
to institutions adopting a minimalist approach. To the extent 
that IRB policy can be guided by perspectives and preferences 
of potential study participants and their decisional surrogates, 
insight gained from opinion research has value for establish-
ing consent guidelines, and may lead to greater consistency in 
the consent process across institutions. Furthermore, although 
SDMs appeared to emphasize the short-term risks associated 
with genetic data collection, these individuals felt capable of 
providing informed judgment regarding clinical study partici-
pation, and tended to view genetic and nongenetic data com-
parably. These findings suggest that the consent process should 
not emphasize whether data are genetic or nongenetic but 
should clearly detail privacy protections, specimen handling, 
and parameters that guide future use. Such an approach may 
be instrumental to both allaying concerns related to research 
participation and enhancing enrollment.
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